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laugh and learn
by jerry steinberg

bill a former student of mine once con-
fessed

win although competition often adds
every time we sang a song listened excitement and increases participation it

to one of your corny jokes or played a also intensifies the pressure to perform well
game all in the target language of course thereby excluding the timid student and the
we thought we were just fooling around one who is less sure of his facility with
and not working then I1 realized that thelanguagethe language
everyone was paying attention and partic-
ipating and that as much learning was no matter how dynamic a teacher you
taking place during the fun times as during are there are bound to be occasional general
the formal lesson we were laughing and lapses in attention A short snappy game
learning you tricked us will raise attentiveness revive the class

and make them more receptive to further
youre right bill I1 did trick you and learning

in doing so I1 made learning more fun for
you and teaching more fun for me A game provides the teacher with a

method of rapid rectification of students
the pedagogical value of games errors correcting errors immediately

prevents them from becoming deeply rooted
everyone knows that games are fun in students memories

but some people think that they are only
fun lacking any pedagogical value not students tend to remember best the
so games are a viable and enjoyable things they enjoyed doing hence games
method of achieving many educational aid retention
objectivesobjoba ectiveactive s for example

playing games takes the drudgery out of
I1 use games to reinforce newly acquired learning and thus provides motivation

information immediately after it has been
taught students are very operativecooperativeco during

games since no one wants to risk being
days weeks months even years after responsible for bringing a pleasurable activity

something has been taught a game is a to a premature end consequently games
delightful way to review that material help to restrain rebellion

A game makes an excellent reward to
when to play games

encourage students to operatecooperateco or to
thank them for operatingcooperatingco during less
enjoyable activities

games can be played at any time I1

frequently play a short game with my stu-
dents the of the lesson especial-
ly

at beginningafter a grueling oral drill or other energy
to welcome them back re-

fresh
on mondaysdraining exercise a quiet game is a fun

their memories and warm them upway to relax
for learning new material you know only
too well how much can be forgotten over

games tend to reduce inhibition especial-
ly

the weekend and how difficult it is to
if the competitive element is diminished get their motors started particularly on

or eliminated the shy or linguistically mondays what better way to review last
weak student will feel more at ease and will weeks or yesterdays learning than by
participate more freely if the object is just playing a game which requires students to
to have fun and not to score points and recall and use that information repeatedly
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also occasionally I1 will interrupt a les-
son

although some games are well suited
to play a short snappy game when I1 to large groups YESNO PINGPONGPING PONG

find students attention waning I1 then re-
turn

lettergoryLETTERGORY and WHATS NEW to
to the lesson with alert and attentive name a few to ensure total involvement

students and participation of all students teams of
no more than 10 sutdentssutdents are recommended

saving a game for the end of the session this enables each and every student to take
also has its advantages it will encourage an active part in the game and to contribute
students to operatecooperateco during the lesson to his teams effort in addition to permit-

tingand by ending on a high note it may the teacher to monitor each individuals
entice them to return for the next session performance

in the best time to play a gamesummary so what should you do if you have up-
wardsis any time that a game will benefit your of 30 students in your class send

students half of them home no I1 suggest ac-
tivity stations

game essentials
divide your class into equal teams as

here are three important things I1 look for nearly as possible and assign each group to
in games to play with my students an activity station by way of illustration

I11 ease of explanation the rules of a
game should be few and simple if you jerry steinberg received his degree
are fortunate enough to be able to in linguistics and french after grad-

uatingspeak the background native languages from teachers college with
of all of your students I1 would suggest a specialization in teaching french as
you take a few minutes to explain the a second language
game in thatthosethat those languages and use
the remaining time to play the game currently residing in vancouver
1I would rather spend a few minutes BC he has taught both english and
explaining the game and have lots of time french as second languages to children
left over to play it than use up all the and adults in ontario quebec and
time explaining it in the target language british columbia
and have no time left to play

he is presently a free lance educa-
tionalif you cannot communicate with students consultant engaged by school

in their own languages use the simplest boards universities colleges and teach
vocabulary possible utilizing lots of er training institutions throughout can-

adavisual aids and giving lots of concrete and the united states
examples to ensure comprehension

2 absence of expensive or complicated
materials a class of 40 could have 4 teams of 10 stu-

dents each team A could go to station one
3 versatility I1 like games that can easily where they could for example listen to

be adapted to suit the number age and a taped story and answer written questions
linguistic level of my students about the story team B at station two

could do crossword puzzles team C would
optimal group size play TV definition or another suitable

game against team D under the direction of
during my demonstrations of linguistic the teacher at station three

games for the language class teachers have
often expressed the concern that it is next after a given length of time for example
to impossible to play games with classes of 15 minutes the groups would move on to
30 to 40 or more students the next station in a clockwise direction
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team A would advance to station two and here is a partial list of alternative
B to three and D to one leaving team C activities which students at stations one
at station three to compete against team B and two could engage in while waiting to
this rotation could even take place the next play at station three all are to be done
day depending on your schedule this in the target language of course
system takes a bit of organization but once
learned it functions quite smoothly and reading comic books
students move form one station to the next listening to a taped song and doing a
with a minimum of noise and confusion clozealoze exercise

watching a videotapedvideo taped program and
here is how the rotation would work answering written questions

each diagram represents one session creating a dialogue or skit on a given
theme

reading a story and answering written
questions

A doing written exercises on grammar or
vocabulary

listening to a taped dialogue and answer-
ing questions

CD 3 221 B creating a story on a given theme
reading a newspaper article in prepar-

ation for discussion
listening to a taped newscast and answer-

ing questions
doing word searches or crossword puzzles

11 D reading a dialogue and answering ques-
tions

I1 playing quiet games which dont require
the teachers presence or supervision

BC 3 2 A

some sample games

here are three good games for making
ESL students laugh and learn all three are

C
definition games but they develop various
tanJanlanguageguage skills

editors note these three sample games are
from jenyjerry steinbergs book of 11110iloiio0gamesgumesgames

AB 3 2 D entitled games language people play
available from dominie press limited

345 nugget avenue unit 15 dagincourtagincourtAgincourt
ontario MIS 4j4 canada for 6955956956.95 plus
1501.50150 postage and handling

IV B

TV definition
reading

DA 3 2 C
LEVELS all

OPTIMAL GROUP SIZE ten for larger
groups see adaptation section below
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OBJECTIVE for advanced classes to three Os in the solution and they are now
introduce or review idiomatic expressions written into their spaces
for beginners and intermediate classes

P0 E 0 E 0to review vocabulary and spelling

MATERIALS NEEDED blackboard or team B their since there stillpasses on guessoverhead projector and several TV defini-
tions isnt enough information to help them make

a correct guess

description the group is divided into player cl gives away B but there is a Bfive ofteams two players each in turn
in the solution the B is written into itsone player from each team will give away a
space and team C loses its chance to guessa letter of the alphabet he hopes isnt inin

the solution if that letter indeed isnt in team D then gets a free guess

the solution his partner will take a letter B 0 E 0 E 0
he hopes is in the solution if it is the
correctly taken letter is written into its
places in the solution and that team can they decide to pass since they arent really
guess at the solution if a letter is given sure of the solution and they take their
away and is in the solution that team loses regular turn at giving away and taking letters
its turn and the next team has a free guess
at the solution in addition to their regular player dlDI gives away X correctly and d2da
turn to give away and take letters takes M As there are no Ms in the solution

team D loses its chance to guess
if the taken letter isncisnisntt in the solution that
team loses its chance to guess at the solution player el gives away JJ correctly and e2ea
for example takes U correctly all VsUs are written in

theres only one
definition what students are when they

BBO0 E 0 E U 0fall asleep in class

solution
team E takes a wild guess at the solution

each dash represents a letter of the solution but is wrong player al now gives away R
by mistake there is an R in the solution

the group is broken up into teams AB and after it is written in team B has a free

CD and E player al is asked to give away guess

a letter he hopes isnt in the solution he B ORE 0 E U 0
gives away Z there is no Z in the solution
so player a2aa can now take a letter he hopes
is in the solution he takes E there are they guess BORED OF EDUCATION and
two Es2sas in the solution and they are written win the match since that is the solution to
into their spaces what students are when they fall asleep in

class
E E

here are some other TV definitions that I1
have used with my students

team A having given away and taken cor-
rectly can now guess at the solution but its A russian garden
really too early in the game to have much a communist plot
of a chance of guessing correctly so team refusing to sleep
A passes resisting a rest

afraid to eat at colonel sandersblBI gives away Q there are no Qs in the chickening out
solution so player b2ba takes 0 there are
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alimony addition to defining words shows the word
the high cost of leaving in context one that I1 have found quite

drink for a small person suitable for most ESL classes is the new
shrimp cocktail horizon ladder dictionary of the english

new york new americanlanguagewhat sleepy drivers do library 19701970. almost any dictionary will
they rest in pieces do and in a pinch the teacher can make up

definitions for each wordsuggestions I1 write the alphabet
beneath the solution dashes and erase each description the teacher finds a suit-

able
letter as it is given away and taken that word in the thedictionary names partway it is given away and taken only once

of speech noun verb etc and the first
letter and reads the definitions and thefor beginners and intermediate groups

the word in context ifsentences usinginstead of using puns of idiomatic expres-
sions necessary the students try to guess theI1 simply challenge them with

word being defined the first student to
the word chooses thecorrectly identify nextits an animal

or word and reads the definitions for example

its a language
my word is a verb and it begins with the

to help students be more successful in the letter t it means 1 produce thoughts
form in the mind I1I1 often ofI1 thatgame suggest they give away letters
home consider heishelshe is2 reasonwhich are not frequently used such as

X Q Z and J and take vowels first since about the problem 3 believe have faith
he he do itin something canevery word must contain at least one vowel

suggestion for classes that tend tostudents are encouraged to confer with
overexcitedexcited I1 divide them into twoget overtheir partners as to which letter to give

teams subtract two points for each wrongaway or take and of course when they
guess and add five for each correct guessguess at the solution
this encourages students to listen careful-
ly and to think instead of calling out everyadaptation when an entire class is
word they know that begins with the namedinvolved teams could consist of five to
letterseven players each instead of two as out-

lined in the example
seven definitions

NOTE this game is an adaptation of the listening speaking
television game definition hence the
name TV definition LEVELS intermediate and advanced

OPTIMAL GROUP SIZE ten for larger
groups see adaptations section below

dictionary
listening speaking OBJECTIVE to give practice in defining

words this skill is essential in second
LEVELS all language communication especially when

the word for a concept isnt known by one
OPTIMAL GROUP SIZE unlimited of the communicants for example what

does motley mean or what do you call
OBJECTIVE to develop critical listening a young dog
skills and comprehension of definitions

MATERIALS NEEDED A pile of cue cards
MATERIALS NEEDED provide a diction-
ary

with seven items of vocabulary on each
geared to the linguistic capabilities of

your students preferably one which in continued on page 60
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LAUGH AND LEARN 1 yes 11

continued from page 58
you eat this at breakfast

verbs adjectives nouns prepositions ad-
verbs

cereal
etc example

no you eat it with bacon
lunch laugh funny eggs
egg candle dictionary
happy fork under singular
far between shoe egg
fast heavy wash
cry desk typewriter yes
long eat slowly

suggestions I1 have my students sit
description students are paired off and back to back to avoid the use of gestures
one partner is given the cue card within a and increase language dependency
time limit of sixty seconds more or less
according to their abilities the student adaptations for groups that have
must define each item on his card his more than ten students five equal teams
team gets one point for each item correct-
ly

could be formed the members on each
defined by his partner for example team take turns giving the definitions to

the other members of the team

student A 1 studenta2student aaa2 a2aa b2ba
a3aa b3ba

ieslesits the meal after breakfast a4aa al b4ba blBI etc
supper6supper a5aa b5ba

a6aa b6ba
no between breakfast and supper

lunch for less fluent students the definitions
could be written out before the game is
played
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